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Abstract4

Auditory steady-state responses (ASSRs) are auditory evoked potentials that reflect phase-locked neural activity to

periodic stimuli. ASSRs are often evoked by tones with a modulated envelope, with sinusoidal envelopes being most

common. However, it is unclear if and how the shape of the envelope affects ASSR responses. In this study, we used

various trapezoidal modulated tones to evoke ASSRs (modulation frequency = 40 Hz) and studied the effect of four

envelope parameters: attack time, hold time, decay time and off time. ASSR measurements in 20 normal hearing

subjects showed that envelope shape significantly influenced responses: increased off time and/or increased decay

time led to responses with a larger signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). Response phase delay was significantly influenced by

attack time and to a lesser degree by off time. We also simulated neural population responses that approximate ASSRs

with a model of the auditory periphery (Bruce et al. 2018). The modulation depth of the simulated responses, i.e. the

difference between maximum and minimum firing rate, correlated highly with the response SNRs found in the ASSR

measurements. Longer decay time and off time enhanced the modulation depth both by decreasing the minimum

firing rate and by increasing the maximum firing rate. In conclusion, custom envelopes with long decay and off time

provide larger response SNRs and the benefit over the commonly used sinusoidal envelope was in the range of several

dB.
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1. Introduction6

Auditory neurons are more likely to fire during the rising phases of the waveform of a perceived sound than during the7

falling phases. This phase-locking ability allows neurons to fire synchronously with each other and with (a delayed8

version of) the auditory input. Moreover, phase-locking occurs throughout the auditory pathway, from the primary9

auditory nerve fibres up to the auditory cortex. Using electroencephalogram (EEG) measurements, the compound10

synchronized neural firing activity of a large population of neurons can be registered from the scalp. As a result of11
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phase-locking, the auditory neural response in the EEG signal shows the same periodicity as the evoking stimulus.12

This phenomenon underlies a group of auditory evoked potentials called frequency following responses. Stimuli can13

be designed such that the neurons predominantly phase-lock to the stimulus envelope and not to the temporal fine14

structure. This results in envelope following responses, a subcategory of frequency following responses. Auditory15

steady-state responses (ASSRs) are envelope following responses evoked by steadily repeated or modulated stimuli16

(Galambos et al., 1981; Picton et al., 2003). The discrete frequency components of the ASSR are constant in am-17

plitude (Van Eeckhoutte et al., 2018) and phase over time, allowing the responses to be evaluated in the frequency18

domain.19

ASSRs are valuable for auditory research because the responses reflect important characteristics of auditory process-20

ing, including hearing sensitivity (Rance et al., 1995), loudness growth (Van Eeckhoutte et al., 2016) and temporal21

modulation sensitivity (Luke et al., 2015). ASSR reponse strength is also correlated with more holistic perceptual22

performance, e.g. word recognition (Dimitrijevic et al., 2004), phoneme perception and speech in noise perception23

(Alaerts et al., 2009). Clinically, ASSRs are used to determine frequency specific hearing thresholds both in adults24

(Rance et al., 1995) and in children (Rance and Rickards, 2002; Luts et al., 2006; Van Maanen and Stapells, 2010).25

Even though not yet implemented, recent studies point towards other clinical applications of the ASSRs, e.g. the26

diagnosis of dyslexia (Poelmans et al., 2012; Vanvooren, 2015; De Vos et al., 2017) and the assessment of age-related27

changes in hearing that are not reflected in the audiogram (Goossens et al., 2016; Dimitrijevic et al., 2016).28

For clinical practice, it is important that responses can be measured quickly in a noisy environment. Therefore,29

stimuli and measurement procedures are optimized to obtain responses with a large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The30

most commonly used stimuli to evoke ASSRs are sinusoidally amplitude modulated (SAM) stimuli, which consist of31

a carrier (pure tone, triangle wave, noise band, etc.) and a sinusoidal modulator. The effects of modulation frequency,32

carrier frequency and carrier type on the evoked ASSRs are well understood (Picton et al., 2003). By definition,33

SAM stimuli have a sinusoidal envelope. However, there is no evidence that this envelope shape is most optimal to34

evoke ASSRs. In fact, there is very little information available on the effect of envelope shape on the ASSR. The35

most relevant study by John et al. (2002) compared the strength of ASSRs evoked by exponential sine envelopes, i.e.36

sinN(t), with different exponents. They found that responses were 20-30 % larger for exponential stimuli with N>1,37

than for SAM stimuli (N=1).38

The effect of envelope shape is better understood when it concerns the perception of interaural time differences (ITDs),39

which are important for sound localisation. Just like ASSRs, ITD perception heavily depends on synchronous neural40

firing. Bernstein and Trahiotis (2002) compared sensitivity to ITDs with SAM stimuli and transposed tones. Trans-41

posed tones are pure tones modulated with a linearly half-wave rectified sinusoid and were first introduced by van de42

Par and Kohlrausch (1997). A higher sensitivity to ITDs was observed with transposed tones. In another study, Bern-43

stein and Trahiotis (2009) investigated the effect of exponential sinusoidal modulation with different exponents on44

ITD perception. Similar to what John et al. (2002) found for ASSR, higher sensitivity to ITDs was obtained with45
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larger exponents.46

The aforementioned studies found better results with exponentially modulated or transposed stimuli than with SAM47

stimuli, suggesting that non-sinusoidal envelopes enhanced neural synchronisation. Physiological animal studies have48

confirmed this at neural level for transposed tones (Griffin, 2005; Dreyer and Delgutte, 2006). The enhancement49

is attributed to longer near-zero sections (”off time”) and steeper attacks in the envelope of these stimuli compared50

to SAM stimuli. A longer off time is believed to allow the neurons to recover more from refractory effects and to51

therefore increase firing capacity at the next attack. A steeper attack slope decreases the variability in first spike52

timing and also increases spike count in response to the attack (Heil, 1997a,b; Heil and Irvine, 1997).53

To investigate more conclusively how envelope parameters like off time and attack slope affect neural synchrony,54

Klein-Hennig et al. (2011) employed a more controlled study design. They measured ITD perception for stimuli with55

a trapezoidal envelope consisting of four segments: attack, hold, decay and off. The effect of envelope shape was56

studied by varying the duration of each of the segments independently. Confirming results from the previous studies,57

they observed that the duration of the off and the attack influenced ITD sensitivity, while changing the duration of the58

hold and the decay had no significant effect. Similar results were found by Laback et al. (2011) and Greenberg et al.59

(2017).60

The objective of this study was to investigate the effect of envelope shape on the ASSR. Using a study design similar61

to Klein-Hennig et al. (2011) and Laback et al. (2011), we manipulated envelope shape and observed the effect on62

the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and the phase delay of the ASSR. Based on the available literature, we expected that63

shorter attack and longer off time would be associated with stronger responses. To obtain a deeper understanding,64

we studied the effect of envelope shape on neural firing in the auditory periphery using the model of Bruce et al.65

(2018).66

2. ASSR measurements - material and methods67

2.1. Subjects68

Twenty young subjects (15 females, 5 males) participated in the ASSR measurements. Their ages ranged from 18 to69

32 years old (mean = 23.9). All participants had normal hearing, which was confirmed using pure-tone audiometry70

(octave frequencies between 125 and 8000 Hz, all thresholds < 25 dB SPL). The experiments were approved by the71

medical ethics committee of the University Hospital of Leuven and all subjects signed an informed consent form72

before participating.73
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2.2. Conditions and stimuli74

Stimuli were trapezoidally modulated 900 Hz pure tones (see figure 1). The trapezoidal envelope of each modulation75

period was based on the study of Klein-Hennig et al. (2011) and consisted of four segments: attack, hold, decay76

and off. The attack and decay were formed by cosine ramps between the desired start and end times. The hold and77

off had a constant amplitude of 1 and 0 respectively, resulting in a modulation depth of 100%. Envelope shape was78

manipulated by varying the duration of the four segments. Consequently, the four envelope parameters were attack79

time, hold time, decay time and off time.80

Attack Hold Decay Off

25 ms0

0

1

-1

Figure 1: Example of a trapezoidally modulated stimulus. The carrier was a 900 Hz pure tone. The modulation frequency was 40 Hz, corresponding

to a envelope period of 25 ms. The modulation envelope consisted of four segments: attack, hold, decay and off, which are indicated on the figure.

The shape of the envelope was modified by varying the duration of the segments.

Varying one of the envelope parameters while keeping the others constant, alters the duration of the envelope period,81

which is equal to the sum of the four parameters. This results in a difference in modulation frequency over stimuli.82

Klein-Hennig et al. (2011) argued that ITD perception is not influenced by changes in modulation frequency and83

therefore accepted this variability in their study design. However, ASSRs are known to vary greatly in amplitude84

with modulation frequency (Gransier, 2018). For lower modulation frequencies (≤ 50 Hz), cortical sources contribute85

strongly to the ASSR. For higher modulation frequencies subcortical sources become more dominant (Herdman et al.,86

2002; Bidelman, 2018). This introduces a low-pass characteristic to the response amplitude, because subcortical87

responses are smaller than cortical responses when measured at the scalp. In addition, phase-locked responses from88

the different sources have different latencies. Through constructive and destructive phase interferences, the response89

at the scalp is attenuated or enhanced in a frequency-specific manner (Tichko and Skoe, 2017). To avoid confounding90

effects in this study, the modulation frequency had to remain constant. More specifically, all stimulus envelopes in the91

current study had an envelope period of 25 ms, corresponding to a modulation frequency of 40 Hz. This modulation92

frequency was chosen because it yields large ASSR responses (Picton et al., 2003).93

To study the effect of the envelope parameters without changing the modulation frequency, two parameters were varied94

together, e.g. increasing attack time while decreasing hold time. The other two parameters were kept constant. All95
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possible combinations of the four envelope parameters were included. This formed six conditions, which were named96

after the parameters that were varied: attack-hold, attack-decay, attack-off, hold-decay, hold-off and decay-off. The97

varied parameters generally took values between 0 and 16.25 ms, but the shortest attack and decay times were limited98

to 1.25 ms to avoid excessive spectral broadening of the stimuli (Klein-Hennig et al., 2011). When parameters were99

not varied, they had the constant values of 5, 5, 5, and 2.5 ms for attack time, hold time, decay time and off time,100

respectively. Every condition included 4 or 6 envelope shapes, i.e. two extremes and intermediate stages in between101

(see figure 2), summing up to a total of 24 unique envelope shapes (32 when duplicates are included). Besides these,102

a typical sinusoidal modulation, i.e. SAM stimulus, was added to the protocol, resulting in a total of 25 unique103

stimuli.104
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Figure 2: Visualisation of the conditions and the stimulus envelopes that represent them. Modulation frequency was equal to 40 Hz for all stimuli.

Envelopes were defined between 0 and 1 resulting in 100 % modulation depth.

Stimuli were created in MATLAB R2016b (The MathWorks Inc., 2016) with amplitudes defined between -1 and 1105

(32 bit) and a sampling frequency of 32 kHz. They were presented through an insert phone (3M, E-A-RTONE) in106

the right ear using custom developed software (Hofmann and Wouters, 2010). Each stimulus lasted 5 minutes and107

consisted of 300 repetitions of the same 1.024 second stimulus segment. The beginning of each repetition was marked108

with a trigger - which was used in the analysis - and a smooth transition between repetitions was ensured. All stimuli109

were presented at the same peak level, which was defined as the level required to present the SAM tone at 75 dB SPL.110

This calibration was done using a 2 cc artificial ear (Bruel & Kjær, type 4152) and a sound level meter (Bruel & Kjær,111

type 2250). The presentation order of the stimuli was randomized among subjects.112

2.3. Response measurement113

ASSR were measured with a 64-channel Biosemi ActiveTwo EEG recording system (sampling rate = 8192 Hz). The114

64 Ag/AgCl active scalp electrodes were placed on a cap according to the international standardized 10-10 system115
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(American Clinical Neurophysiology society, 2006). Two extra electrodes, CMS and DRL, functioned as the common116

electrode and the current return path, respectively. Subjects were seated in an electromagnetically-shielded soundproof117

booth and watched a silent movie with subtitles. This encouraged the subjects to maintain the same passive listening118

state throughout the 25 measurements which lasted about 2.5 hours in total.119

2.4. Response analysis120

The EEG signals were processed with MATLAB R2016b (The MathWorks Inc., 2016). We used 12 EEG electrodes121

located at the back of the head (CP5, CP6, P5, P6, PO3, PO4, O1, O2, PO7, PO8, TP7 and TP8) and referenced them122

to Cz, located at the top of the head. First, the signals of these 12 electrodes were averaged to reduce recording noise.123

Then, the averaged signal was high-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 2 Hz to remove any DC component (2nd124

order Butterworth filter). The filtered signal was divided into 300 epochs of 1.024 s based on the triggers from the125

stimulation software. The epochs with the 5% largest peak-to-peak amplitudes were removed to reduce the amount126

of (muscle) artefacts. Each of the remaining epochs was converted into a complex frequency spectrum using a Fast127

Fourier Transform with a frequency resolution of 0.97 Hz.128

For every epoch, the amplitude and phase of the ASSR response was determined for the frequency bin correspond-129

ing to the modulation frequency, i.e. 40 Hz. The mean response amplitude and phase were determined by vector130

averaging over epochs. The noise level was defined as the variance over epochs. Response SNR was determined as131

the ratio between response amplitude and recording noise. Responses were statistically evaluated using the Hotelling132

T 2 test (Hotelling, 1931) which compares the response amplitude with the recording noise. A significance level of133

5 % corresponds to an SNR of 4.8 dB SPL, calculated with the method of Dobie and Wilson (1996). Across all134

measurements, two did not yield significant ASSR responses and were excluded from further analysis. Apart from the135

SNR, we also investigated the effect of the envelope parameters on phase delay. Phase delay is the phase difference136

between the response and the evoking stimulus, that originates from the time delay introduced by neural processing.137

It is calculated by subtracting the average phase of the response from 360◦.138

The effects of the envelope parameters on response SNR and phase delay were visualised and analysed in R (R Core139

Team, 2018). Since ASSRs, and frequency following responses in general, are known to have large inter-subject140

variability (but small intra-subject variability), normalized response SNR and phase delays are shown in the figures.141

Normalization was done by subtracting the mean value for a subject from all the data points of that subject. In142

the figures, data is presented per condition, together with a linear regression line. For the statistical analysis of the143

effects across conditions, the non-normalized data was used. We employed a generalized linear mixed model with a144

random intercept per subject (package lme4, version 1.1.17, Douglas et al. (2015)). The random intercept accounts145

for the inter-subject variability. Significance of the model predictors was evaluated with a t-test (significance level146

= 0.05) using Satterthwaite’s method to estimate the degrees of freedom (Satterthwaite, 1946). Visual inspection147
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of the residual plots from any of the models reported in this paper revealed no deviations from homoscedascity or148

normality.149

3. ASSR measurements - results150

3.1. Response SNR151

The average amplitude of the ASSRs measured in this study was 272 nV (range = 34-784 nV) and the average152

amplitude of the recording noise was 24 nV (range = 14-37 nV). Response SNRs had an average value of 20.1 dB153

(range = 5.02 - 31.1 dB) which is well above the threshold for significance of 4.8 dB. The mean SNR per subject154

ranged between 14.2 dB and 27.1 dB, illustrating the large inter-individual differences and the need for normalization.155

The normalized SNRs for the six conditions are presented in figure 3 together with linear regression fits per condition.156

The median normalized response SNR for the SAM stimulus is indicated with the dashed line.157

For four conditions, linear regression showed a significant positive effect. Condition attack-decay showed an increase158

in response SNR for stimulus envelopes with larger decay time and smaller attack time (β = 0.35, t = 8.21, df = 112,159

p < 0.001). Similarly, condition hold-decay showed an increase in response SNR with longer decay and shorter hold160

time (β = 0.20, t = 5.66, df = 108, p < 0.001). For condition attack-off SNR increased with greater off time and161

smaller attack time (β = 0.33, t = 8.68, df = 115, p < 0.001), and finally condition hold-off showed larger SNRs for162

longer off time and shorter hold time (β = 0.44, t = 12.08, df = 124, p < 0.001). Note that it is hard to determine to163

what extent each of the two covaried parameters contributed to the observed effects.164

In the remaining two conditions, i.e. decay-off (β = -0.12, t = -1.68, df = 81, p = 0.097) and attack-hold (β = -0.05,165

t = -1.21, df = 78, p = 0.23), the linear regression indicated no significant effect. This could indicate that neither of166

the two envelope parameters affected the response SNR. However, if this were the case for both of these conditions,167

it would mean that none of the four envelope parameters had an effect, which contradicts the results of the other168

conditions. Therefore, the flat curve in at least one of the two conditions had to result from two effects cancelling each169

other out. This left three possible scenarios to explain the observed results. The first was that shorter attack and hold170

time led to increased SNRs and off and decay time had no effect. The second option was the opposite: longer decay171

and off time resulted in larger response SNRs and attack and hold time had no effect. The final scenario was that172

all four factors had an effect: both shorter attack and hold time and longer decay and off time were related to larger173

SNRs.174
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Figure 3: Normalized recording SNRs for the different stimuli and all subjects organized per condition. Data points of the same subject are

represented in the same color. A linear regression line and its 95% confidence interval (grey) are plotted for each condition. The title of the subplot

indicates the two envelope parameters that were covaried. The median normalized response SNR for the SAM stimulus is plotted as a dashed line

(for further discussion on the comparison with SAM, see section 6.7).

Generalized linear mixed models with different fixed effects were constructed based on the scenarios specified above.175

The first model had attack and hold time as fixed effects (model attack-hold). Both effects were significant: attack176

time (t = -11.16, df = 454, p < 0.001) and hold time (t = -11.13, df = 454, p < 0.001). The second model had decay177

and off time as fixed effects (model decay-off) and these were also significant: decay time (t = 11.13, df = 454, p <178

0.001) and off time (t = 10.12, df = 454, p < 0.001). The third scenario could not be translated to four fixed effects179

as this would lead to perfect multicollinearity (due to the covarying study design). However, we tested models with180

all possible combinations of three fixed effects and the third effect was never significant. Consequently, we concluded181

that the results are most likely explained by one of the first two models.182

Model attack-hold and decay-off led to highly similar residual variance: 2.448 for decay-off and 2.452 for attack-hold,183

meaning they were equally good at explaining the data. This ambiguity can be expected from the covarying study184

design. Even when two parameters do not actually explain the results, the corresponding model will be significant185

because they covary with the actual predictors (the other two parameters). Despite that, it is still possible to distinguish186

the real model from the ’false positive’ model. Since the two ’false positive’ predictors each covary with both of the187

actual predictors, both ’false positive’ effects will be a combination of the ’actual’ effects. This leads to a large188
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correlation between them. For that reason, the model with lower correlations between the fixed effects is more likely189

true. In our case, the correlation between effects is 0.433 for model attack-hold and 0.288 for model decay-off. We190

therefore conclude that changes in decay time and off time are the most likely cause of the observed changes in191

response SNR. More specifically, a 1 ms increase in decay time enhanced response SNR with 0.33 dB and a 1 ms192

increase in off time enhanced response SNR with 0.29 dB.193

3.2. Response phase delay194

The mean phase delay across all conditions and subjects was 342.8◦. Mean phase delays per subject varied between195

303◦ and 405◦ illustrating the inter-individual variance and the need for normalization. It is important to remark that196

we do not have enough information to interpret these phase delay values in an absolute way, but the aim of the study197

only requires relative comparison. Figure 4 shows normalized phase delay values with a regression line fitted for198

the different conditions. The three conditions where attack time was varied, showed an increase in phase delay with199

increasing attack time. Moreover, condition off-hold revealed a decrease in phase delay with increased off time. A200

generalize mixed model with random intercept shows that both attack time (t = 14.546, df = 454, p < 0.001) and off201

time (t = -2.278, df = 454, p = 0.023) were significant predictors of phase delay. A 1 ms increase in attack time was202

related to a raise in phase delay of 4.78 degrees. A 1 ms increase in off time led to a decrease in phase delay of 0.8203

degrees.204
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Figure 4: Normalized phase delay for the different stimuli and all subjects organized per condition. Data points of the same subject are represented

in the same color. A regression line and its 95% confidence interval (grey) are plotted for every condition. The title of the subplot indicates the two

envelope parameters that were covaried.
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4. Model of the auditory periphery - methods205

To help understand the effects of the envelope parameters found in the ASSR measurements, we simulated auditory206

nerve responses with a model of the auditory periphery by Bruce et al. (2018). This phenomenological model has207

a long history and was very recently updated (Carney, 1993; Zhang et al., 2001; Bruce et al., 2003; Zilany and208

Bruce, 2006, 2007; Zilany et al., 2009, 2014; Bruce et al., 2018). It requires a sound-pressure wave as input and209

provides simulated spike times from auditory nerve fibers with different characteristic frequencies (CF) as output.210

In this study, we used 60 different CFs logarithmically spaced between 250 and 8000 Hz. For every CF, the model211

simulated 50 auditory nerve fibers of which respectively 30, 10 and 10 fibers had low (0.1/s), median (4/s) and high212

(70/s) spontaneous firing rates. This means we simulated a total neural population of 3000 auditory nerve fibers with213

varying CFs and spontaneous firing rates. The output from the model can be visualized in a neurogram (an example214

is given in figure 5). For a more detailed description of the model, we refer to Bruce et al. (2018).215
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Figure 5: Left: 5 periods of the 20 period long stimulus used as input for the model. Right: corresponding output of the model of the auditory

periphery by Bruce et al. (2018) visualized in a neurogram. Each time bin of the neurogram has a length of 3.2 ms. Note that the first period

contains a response to the onset of the sound stimulus.

Auditory nerve responses were modelled for two different stimulus sets. The first stimulus sets was identical to the216

one for the ASSR measurements, but only 20 periods of each stimulus were used. The simulations for these stimuli217

provided insight in the relevancy of the simulations of the auditory periphery for the ASSRs, which are generated218

higher up in the auditory system. In the second stimulus set, each of the envelope parameters was altered indepen-219

dently, which means modulation frequency varied across stimuli. As explained before, this was avoided for the ASSR220

measurements because ASSR amplitude is heavily influenced by modulation frequency. However, since the model221

only regards neural responses in the auditory periphery, it is not dependent on modulation frequency. Consequently,222

the model allowed to study the independent effect of each of the envelope parameters in a way that was not possible223

with ASSRs. To construct this second stimulus set, one envelope parameter was varied between 1.25 and 51.25 ms224

and the others remained constant. When constant, decay and off time were equal to 5 ms and attack time was equal225

to 1.25 ms. Hold time had a constant value of 5 ms when decay or off time were varied and a constant value of 1 ms226
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when attack time was varied. Modulation frequency ranged between 16 and 80 Hz and larger values of the envelope227

parameter were related to lower modulation frequencies.228

ASSRs are generated by the total neural activity of a large population of neurons. Therefore, population responses229

were constructed from the model output by summing the spike counts together over all CFs (i.e. summing along the230

y-axis of the neurogram). This results in a waveform that reflects how the total firing rate at the level of the auditory231

nerve changes over time in response to the stimulus. The total waveform (20 periods) was averaged to obtain one232

simulated response period.. From the average response period, the minimum firing rate, maximum firing rate and233

neural modulation depth for the different envelope shapes was determined.234

5. Model of the auditory periphery - results235

5.1. Simulations for the ASSR stimuli236

In figure 6, the simulated population response for each of the ASSR stimuli is shown. The simulated responses237

followed the periodicity of the input stimulus, with different response shapes for different envelope shapes. For238

instance, the width of the response peak was related to the broadness of the envelope shape, controlled by hold239

time. Furthermore, the time at which the neural response reached its maximum reflected the timing of the maximum240

amplitude in the envelope, controlled by attack time.241
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Figure 6: Simulated population responses for the ASSR stimuli based on the model of the auditory periphery by Bruce et al. (2018). The averaged

period responses are repeated, such that two periods are visualized. For every simulated response, the envelope of the stimulus used as input for

the model is plotted in grey. In the title of each subfigure, the values of the varied envelope parameters are written in the order they appear in the

condition name.

There were also clear differences in the modulation depth of the responses. The modulation depths of the simulated242

responses, calculated as the difference between the maximum and minimum neural firing rate reached in a response243

period, are presented in figure 7. Linear regression revealed significant effects of envelope shape on response modula-244

tion depth in conditions attack-decay (β = 112, t = 10.09, df = 118, p < 0.001), hold-decay (β = 152.37, t = 10.142, df245

= 112, p < 0.001), attack-off (β = 172.89, t = 13.11, df = 118, p < 0.001) and hold-off (β = 160.9, t = 10.83, df = 118,246

p < 0.001). Conditions attack-hold (β = 11.17, t = 0.781, df = 78, p = 0.437) and decay-off (β = -1.984, t = -0.105,247

df = 78, p = 0.917) contained no significant effect. Just like for the ASSR results, it is hard to determine independent248

effects of the envelope parameters based on these results due to the covarying stimulus design.249
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Figure 7: Modulation depth in function of envelope shape parameters for the different conditions. Variance over periods, which was calculated by

the interquartile range, is plotted as errorbars. The simulated modulation depth for the SAM stimulus was 2312.9 (dotted line).

The results of the model were similar to the ones of the ASSR measurements (compare with figure 3). To quantify250

the resemblance, we calculated the Pearson correlation between the simulated modulation depths and the measured251

response SNRs. Since the model was designed to predict the average case, we correlated the simulated modulation252

depth with the median response SNR across subjects. The relation between the two variables is shown in figure 8. The253

correlation coefficient was equal to 0.812 (t = 6.678, df = 23, p < 0.001), showing that the response SNR was strongly254

related to the modulation depth of the population response at the level of the auditory nerve. It also confirmed that255

simulations of the response at the auditory periphery using the model of Bruce et al. (2018) are a reliable way to study256

and interpret changes in ASSRs related to envelope shape.257
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Figure 8: Correlation of the modulation depth of the neural response with the median normalized recordings SNR across subjects.
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5.2. Simulations for the stimuli with varying modulation frequency258

Figure 9 shows the population responses for a subset of the second stimulus set where each of the envelope parameters259

was varied independently. Figure 10 presents the simulated modulation depths for the complete stimulus set. Both260

figures show that changing the duration of the attack or hold, had almost no influence on the modulation depth of the261

response. On the other hand, modulation depths increased logarithmically when decay and off time were increased262

from 1.25 ms to 28.75 ms. Extending decay or off time beyond this range added little benefit.263

Figure 9: Simulated population responses for a subset of the second stimulus set based on the neurograms outputted by the model of the auditory

periphery by Bruce et al. (2018). The full stimulus set contained 11 stimuli per condition, corresponding to 11 different values of the varied

parameter. In this figure, population responses are shown for only 7 stimuli per condition, but they were chosen such that the full range was

represented. The row labels indicate which envelope parameter was varied. The column labels show the value of the varied envelope parameter

and the modulation frequency for the stimuli in that column. Note that the scale of the x axis differs along each row.

Since modulation depth of the neural population response is highly correlated with ASSR SNR, it makes sense to264

further investigate the two factors contributing to modulation depth, i.e. minimum and maximum firing rate. Figure265

11 shows the minimum and maximum firing rates of the simulated population responses for the different conditions.266

Minimum and maximum rate were minimally affected by attack and hold time. Minimum firing rate decreased loga-267

rithmically for increasing decay and off time. Similarly, maximum firing rate increased logarithmically for increasing268

decay and off time. We conclude that both changes in minimum firing rate and maximum firing rate contributed to the269

effect of decay and off time on the modulation depth of the auditory nerve response.270
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6. Discussion271

The objective of this study was to investigate the effect of envelope shape on ASSRs. We studied how response SNR272

and phase delay are affected by the four envelope parameters: attack time, hold time, decay time and off time. Actual273

ASSR measurements were complemented with simulations of the auditory nerve response using the model of Bruce274

et al. (2018).275

6.1. The effect of envelope shape on response SNR276

ASSR measurements showed that response SNR was significantly influenced by envelope shape. The response pattern277

could be explained by three scenarios: an effect of attack time and hold time, an effect of decay time and off time or278

an effect of all four parameters. Based on the lower correlation of effects when modelled with a linear mixed model,279

we concluded that decay time and off time were most likely the dominant factors. The linear mixed model showed280

that a 3 ms increase in decay or off time led to a 1 dB increase in response SNR. The ASSR measurements alone did281

not allow to rule out that attack time and hold time had a (smaller) effect as well. Simulations of the auditory nerve282

response with the model of Bruce et al. (2018) allowed to vary each envelope parameter independently, as changes283

in modulation frequency had no confounding effect. The model results revealed a logarithmic effect of off and decay284

time on the modulation depth of the population response. Longer off and decay time were associated with an increase285

in modulation depth, because of both a higher maximum firing rate and a lower minimum firing rate. There was no286

effect of attack or hold time. Moreover, a large correlation between the modulation depth of responses modelled for287

the ASSR stimuli and the SNR of the measured ASSRs was found. Together, this confirms that ASSRs are affected288

by envelope shape, where longer decay and off time provide larger responses.289

6.2. Physiological processes behind the effect of envelope shape on response SNR290

To understand the physiological processes behind the effect of decay and off time on the SNR of the ASSR, it is291

valuable to look at its decomposition in the effect on minimum firing rate and the effect on maximum firing rate (see292

figure 11). The decrease in minimum firing rate with increasing off time is likely a direct consequence of the absence293

of stimulation. Longer off time allows neural activity to subside more, leading to a larger drop in firing rate. For294

off time longer than 28.75 ms, no further decrease in minimum firing rate was observed. This likely reflects that the295

minimum firing rate is approaching the spontaneous firing rate.296

Decay time is important for minimum firing rate because it determines the steepness of the decay. Our results indicate297

that a slower, less steep decay provides a lower minimum firing rate. A long decay time will allow neural firing to298

subside already during the decay, such that during off time a lower minimum firing rate can be reached. In contrast,299

a short decay time creates a very sudden change in envelope slope, which elicits a large and spectrally broad burst in300

neural activity. The shorter the decay time, the stronger and broader the activity. This can be seen in the neurograms in301
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figure 12 and also in figure 6 where a second response peak appears after short decays (e.g. in conditions attack-decay,302

hold-decay and decay-off). The burst in neural firing induced by short decay time counteracts the subsiding of neural303

firing rate. This way, a short decay can undo the positive effect of off time, as evidenced by figure 12. We can now304

also explain the relatively flat curve for modulation depth in condition decay-off in figure 7 and for SNR in figure 3.305

A long decay time will allow neural firing to subside already during the decay, allowing the neural response to die out306

to a lower minimum even if off time is very short. On the other hand, when off time is very long, minimum firing can307

still be reached with a very short decay, because the burst in neural activity will have died out before the end of the308

off time (see also condition decay-off in figure 6).309
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Figure 12: Neurograms of three responses in condition attack-decay

Based on the fact that neural firing probability is largest during the rising phase of the envelope period, one would310

expect maximum firing rate to be influenced mainly by attack time. This is reflected in the theory that shorter attack311

times (or steeper attack slopes) cause larger neural responses (e.g. John et al. (2002)). Indeed, when looking at figure312

6, it can be seen that short attack times, i.e. 2.5 - 5 ms long, led to a sharp peak in the neural response. However, as313

can be observed in condition attack-hold, a higher maximum firing rate was reached with long attack time than with314

short attack time. Hence, a short attack time increased the peakedness of the population response but not the overall315

maximum firing rate. Similarly, in figure 11 it can be seen that short attack times did not provide larger maximum316

firing rates.317

Figure 11 shows that maximum firing rate is influenced by decay and off time, i.e. the same factors that influenced318

minimum firing rate. It is likely that their effects on maximum firing rate are a consequence of their effect on minimum319

firing rate. A lower minimum firing rate means that less neurons are firing in the time period before each attack. This320

causes more neurons to be recuperated from their refractory period at the time of the next attack. Consequently, a321

larger amount of neurons is ready to fire in response to the attack and a larger maximum firing rate can be reached. In322

this way, decay and off time affect the modulation depth of the population response, and therefore response SNR, by323

both decreasing minimum firing rate and increasing maximum firing rate.324
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6.3. Comparison with other studies325

John et al. (2002) found that exponential sine envelopes provide larger ASSR responses than SAM stimuli and sug-326

gested that this was caused by longer off time and shorter attack time. The current study confirms the positive effect of327

longer off time on the ASSR response, but found an effect of decay time instead of attack time. However, John et al.328

(2002) could not distinguish between the effects of attack and decay time, since taking an exponent of a sinusoidal329

envelope (N>1) changes the attack and decay in equal ways. John et al. (2002) assumed that changes in attack time330

explained the results, rather than decay time, as they believed the ASSR to be ”an onset response - evoked primarily331

by the repeating rise-functions of the stimulus”. The results of the present study show that the falling phase of the332

stimulus envelope is at least equally (if not more) important.333

The results found in this study also differ from the results of several studies concerning the effect of envelope shape on334

ITD perception (Bernstein and Trahiotis, 2002, 2009; Klein-Hennig et al., 2011; Laback et al., 2011). This discrepancy335

can most likely be explained by differences in the neural processes that underlie ASSRs and ITD perception. ASSRs336

are periodic responses to a periodic signal, for which the modulation depth of the neural response has proven to be337

essential. On the other hand, ITD perception is the detection of time differences between the sound input at the338

two ears. This detection process likely relies most heavily on the onset and attacks of the sound. It is therefore not339

surprising that the ITD perception studies found a significant effect of attack time (which was not found for ASSRs).340

Moreover, they also found a significant effect of off time. As we have shown, a longer off time decreases minimum341

firing rate, which increases firing capacity for the next attack - which likely facilitates the detection of time differences.342

Since decay time also influences maximum firing rate at the next attack, one would expect there to be a significant343

effect of decay time on ITD perception as well. The only study where decay time is investigated, i.e. Klein-Hennig344

et al. (2011), found that ITD perception was close to impossible based on time differences in the decay of the sound345

alone. They therefore concluded that decay time had no or only a supporting effect. Indeed, the results of the present346

study point towards a supporting effect of decay time on the perception of ITDs present at the attack - which was not347

investigated by Klein-Hennig et al. (2011).348

Greenberg et al. (2017) performed single neuron recordings in the midbrain of guinea pigs to evaluate the importance349

of envelope shape for ITD perception at a neural level. Apart from neural ITD sensitivity, they also analysed neural350

phase-locking and temporal dispersion of neural firing in function of envelope shape. The results indicated stronger351

phase-locking and lower temporal dispersion for envelopes with longer off time, which is in agreement with the results352

of the present study. Besides this, they also reported stronger phase-locking and lower temporal dispersion for stimuli353

with shorter attack time, which is not in line with the present findings. However, the stimuli varied both in attack and354

decay time and the study neglected the possibility of an effect of decay time. In fact, both the stronger phase-locking355

and lower temporal dispersion can be explained equally well, if not better, by long decay time than by a short attack356

time.357
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6.4. The effect of envelope shape on phase delay358

We also looked into the effect of envelope shape on the phase delay of the responses. Phase delay was significantly359

influenced by attack time, i.e. longer attack times led to larger phase delays. John et al. (2002) wrote that response360

latency (which is derived from phase delay) is related to changes in the timing of the maximum slope of the stimulus361

envelope. Since peak level was kept constant in this study, attack slope was directly related to attack time. Therefore362

the conclusion of the present study and the study of John et al. (2002) are in agreement. The ASSR measurements363

of the current study also revealed an effect of off time on phase delay: a longer off time led to a slight decrease in364

phase delay. This could reflect how longer off time allows neurons to recuperate more from their refractory periods365

supporting a faster response to the next attack.366

6.5. The effect of presentation level367

It could be argued that the high presentation level, i.e. 75 dB SPL, used in this study is the reason why we did not368

find an effect of attack time on the ASSR amplitude. It could be that the large presentation level saturated the neurons369

so that the highest neural firing rate was always reached and variations in maximum could not be fully observed. To370

investigate this possibility, we simulated responses for the same stimulus set but now presented at 40 dB SPL. This371

level was chosen in analogy with John et al. (2002), who presented their stimuli at a lower level since they were trying372

to optimize stimuli for objective measurement of hearing thresholds. Results showed that maximum firing rate was373

generally lower for the lower presentation level, but they did not reveal an effect of attack time.374

As explained in the methods section, all stimuli were presented at the same peak level. This ensured that the slope375

of the attack depended only on attack time. Moreover, this avoid confounding effects as changes in peak levels may376

result in differences in the amount of neurons recruited (Liberman, 1978; Laback et al., 2011). A disadvantage of377

this approach is that it introduced differences in the presentation level across the stimuli. To evaluate whether this378

confounded the results, we registered the presentation level of each stimulus in dB SPL. A linear regression model379

showed that level was influenced by two of the four envelope factors, i.e. hold time (t = 10.36, df = 22, p < 0.001) and380

off time (t = -8.65, df = 22, p < 0.001). Longer hold times and shorter off times were related to higher presentation381

levels when peak level was kept constant. More in detail, an increase of about 1 dB SPL was observed when hold382

time was increased with 5 ms or off time was decreased with 5 ms. ASSR SNR is known to increase with higher383

stimulus presentation levels (Picton et al., 2003; Van Eeckhoutte et al., 2016), so if level difference would explain the384

observed results, there should be larger ASSRs for longer hold times and shorter off times. However, there was no385

significant effect of hold time and the effect of off time occurred in the opposite direction. Therefore we conclude that386

presentation level did not cause the observed effect of envelope shape on the ASSR.387
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6.6. Relevance of the simulated auditory nerve responses to ASSRs388

The simulations in this study were done with a model of the auditory periphery. The fact that the modulation depth389

of the simulated responses correlated highly with the measured response SNRs, shows that the simulations are highly390

relevant for ASSRs. This makes the model of Bruce et al. (2018) of great value for research on ASSRs. For example,391

the model provides a tool to explore a wide range of stimulus parameters in a fast way before choosing parameters392

to use in actual measurements. Moreover, the success of the simulations also implies that ASSR characteristics are393

determined for a surprisingly large part by processing in the auditory periphery. Naturally, an even larger similarity394

between simulations and measured ASSRs is expected when subcortical and cortical processing are also included in395

the model. An example of such a model is the model by Verhulst et al. (2018) which includes processing up to the396

inferior colliculus.397

6.7. Implications of this research398

ASSRs are clinically used to objectively measure hearing thresholds. In clinical practice, response measurement399

should be optimized as much as possible. Stimuli that provide larger responses can decrease measurement time and400

sensitivity to subject-related and environmental noise. The results of this research indicate that the largest response401

SNRs are obtained when there is sufficient time with no stimulation during the falling phase of the envelope period.402

Moreover, sharp changes in envelope slope during the falling phase, like a sharp decay, should be avoided.403

The most commonly used stimulus to evoke ASSRs is the SAM stimulus. It has a long decay time (1/2 of the period),404

but no off time. When comparing the response SNR (see figure 3) or simulated modulation depth (see figure 7) for a405

SAM stimulus to those for the other stimuli, it can be seen that stimuli with relatively long decay and/or off time indeed406

provided better results than the SAM stimuli. The results of this research point towards the most optimal stimulus407

having a short attack time ( 1.25 ms), short hold time and the rest of the period duration roughly divided between decay408

and off time. One of the stimuli used in condition attack-off comes close to this optimum: attack = 1.25 ms, hold =409

5 ms, decay = 5 ms and off = 13.75 ms. The median gain in ASSR SNR over subjects for this stimulus compared410

to the SAM stimulus was 1.63 dB (interquartile range = 0.11-3.17 dB). In terms of response amplitude there was a411

median gain of 89 nV (interquartile range = 0-140 nV) which corresponds to an enhancement of 27% (interquartile412

range = 0-40 %). However, this conclusion is specific to 40 Hz modulation. For higher modulation frequencies (e.g.413

80 Hz, which is often used in clinical practice), only very short decay and off time are possible due to short period414

duration, decreasing the potential benefit. The opposite is true for lower modulation frequencies, where larger benefits415

are possible.416
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